The Next Step in Due Diligence and Portfolio Management

What’s as important
as ﬁnding a good
investment?
Walking away from
a bad one.
Next Steps Research
can help you make the
right move.

License
Develop
Divest
Roll-up
Pass
Invest

Intellectual Property
Due Diligence
A miscalculation of the management
and intellectual property in an investment can cost a venture capitalist or
private equity firm – and its investors –
millions of dollars, damage the venture
capitalist’s or private equity firm’s
reputation, and impair its ability to
raise new capital.

Using proprietary software,
Next Steps Research helps
venture capitalists and
private equity firms:
■

Avoid investment mistakes by
understanding the risks and
benefits of a potential
investment’s intellectual
property prior to investment;

Patent Portfolio
Management

■

A portfolio company’s failure to use its
intellectual property to create a new
industry trend – or to ride the wave of
an industry trend – can jeopardize the
company’s market share and profitability.

Assess the competitive position
and potential of their portfolio
companies’ intellectual property;

■

Identify new market and
product development
opportunities for a companies’
intellectual property;

■

Evaluate and improve the senior
management of potential and
existing portfolio companies;

■

Evaluate and improve their
portfolio companies’ staffing.

Management and Team
Assessments
The improper staffing of a portfolio
company can result
in an inefficient or
dysfunctional workplace and loss of
profitability.
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Intellectual Property – Due Diligence
Next Steps Research’s IP Assessment provides a quick, cost-effective way to evaluate any company’s
intellectual property (“IP”), to identify competitive IP, and to identify and assess its market potential. Our comprehensive Intellectual Property Assessment will:
Clarify the strength of the company’s
patents in the global marketplace;

Evaluate the innovation cycle of
the patent area;

Pinpoint competitive threats and
highlight opportunities;

Detect new market and product
development opportunities; and

Identify licensing opportunities;

Identify exit and merger
opportunities.

Here are some examples of how Next Steps Research assists Private Equity and Venture
Capital firms in making investment decisions.

Opportunity or wishful thinking?
Company A holds a patent that enables roller-bearing conveyors to operate more smoothly.
The company is not capitalizing on the technology, and several managers believe the
patented technology is out-of-date. The CEO, however, thinks the patent technology has a
multiple of opportunities in other markets and is seeking investment dollars to expand the
company’s business.

The gray area shows when Company A’s
patent was in the patent office for review. But
look at the gold area, which shows the volume
of new patents in this IP space. Has someone
found a new market for this technology?
Was the CEO right?
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Intellectual Property Assessment
by Next Steps Research

When Next Steps Research reviewed the patent, we found several new vertical markets for
Company A’s patent. We also found a company that is potentially infringing on Company A’s
patent by using similar technology in a copier machine. It is possible that this potential
infringement could be resolved with a licensing agreement between the two companies, creating
a new revenue opportunity for Company A.
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“Revolutionary” technology, or an insignificant
advance in a sophisticated field?
Company B has just bid for a large contract to develop a guidance system for unmanned aircraft
and seeks an equity investment to help fund the growth. Company B believes its “revolutionary”
flight control and navigation technology is novel and extremely well protected, but how can an
investor judge the validity of the claim in this sophisticated field of technology?
Patents in yellow are slightly overlapped with Company B’s
patent. The Sperry and British Aersopace patents have
expired, and Boeing is a collaborator with Company B.
Patent

Title

US4115847 Automatic flight control
system with operatively
monitored digital computer
US4849893 Computer control system
US4887214 Flight control system
employing two dual controllers
operating a dual actuator
US5036469 Pitch attitude command flight
control system for landing flare
US6115654 Universal sensor interface
system and method
US6223104 Fault tolerant architecture
for a personal vehicle
US6523139 System and method for fail
safe process execution
monitoring and output
control for critical systems
US6761057 Error detection and fault isolation
for multi-function air data probes
and systems

Assignee

Classification

Filed

Issued

Sperry Rand
Corporation

700/4 DATA PROCESSING: GENERIC
CONTROL SYSTEMS OR SPECIFIC
APPLICATIONS
701/3 DATA PROCESSING: VEHICLES,
NAVIGATION, AND RELATIVE LOCATION
701/3 DATA PROCESSING: VEHICLES,
NAVIGATION, AND RELATIVE LOCATION

3-Jan-77

19-Sep-78

26-Oct-88

18-Jul-89

27-Oct-87

12-Dec-89

2-Mar-89

30-Jul-91

23-Dec-97

5-Sep-00

27-Sep-99

24-Apr-01

17-Dec-99

18-Feb-03

13-Sep-01

13-Jul-04

British Aerospace
Public Limited Company
The Boeing Company

The Boeing Company
Simmonds Precision
Products, Inc.
DEKA Products
Limited Partnership
Honeywell
International Inc.

701/16 DATA PROCESSING: VEHICLES,
NAVIGATION, AND RELATIVE LOCATION
701/34 DATA PROCESSING: VEHICLES,
NAVIGATION, AND RELATIVE LOCATION
701/1. DATA PROCESSING: VEHICLES,
NAVIGATION, AND RELATIVE LOCATION
714/43 ERROR DETECTION/CORRECTION
AND FAULT DETECTION/RECOVERY

Rosemount Aerospace Inc. 73/1.78 MEASURING AND TESTING

Patents in green were issued after Company B’s patent was
issued and have strong similarities to Company B’s
technology. These may present licensing opportunities.

Intellectual Property Assessment
by Next Steps Research

Despite the issuance of more than 980 patents in this area, only four prior patents slightly overlap Company B’s patent. This low incidence of overlap signifies that Company B’s technology is
readily distinguished from others in a fairly crowded field. This supports
Company B’s claim that its technology is revolutionary. Among the holders
of the four similar technology patents is Boeing, which has been collaborating
with Company B, suggesting Boeing believes that the company’s technology
is different – and potentially better – than its own.
Of the patents that were filed after Company B’s patent was issued, and which
strongly overlap it, three are important players in the
aerospace market. Company B may be able to block
their use of potentially infringing technologies.
The fourth overlapping patent presents a potential
licensing opportunity, and, more importantly, it is a
patent being used in a non-aerospace market. The IP
Assessment identified a
potential new vertical
market in which
Company B might be
able to exploit its patented technology.
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Opportunity to enter a multibillion-dollar market?
Company C has recently been issued two exciting patents in the secure server space. Company
C believes that, with a small investment, it can successfully enter this multibillion-dollar market.
Who are the competitors in this patent area, and can Company C’s two issued patents enable it
to be successful in this market?

Top Holders of Patents in the IP Area

With IBM holding >20% of the patents, and Intel, Sun and
Microsoft combining to own another 20%, is there room for
a new player with limited capital?

International Business Machines Corp.
Intel Corporation
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Novell, Inc.
Lucent Technologies, Inc.
Hitachi, Ltd.
Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.
Fujitsu Limited
First Data Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
AT&T Corp.
Zix Corporation
Tumbleweed Software Corporation
GTE Laboratories Incorporated
Datascape, Inc.
AT&T Information Systems, Inc.
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Intellectual Property Assessment
by Next Steps Research

Over 60% of the patents in this space are held by multibillion-dollar
competitors with deep pockets, market share, in-house lawyers and large
patent portfolios to support them in court. The investor would be
prudent to advise Company C to pursue a licensing arrangement with
one of these competitors.
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Intellectual Property-Portfolio Management
Portfolio managers constantly seek ways to maximize the growth of their portfolio companies
and are vigilant in seeking exit opportunities that will minimize their risks and maximize their
profits. Next Steps Research enables portfolio managers to identify and evaluate the options
before them, making complex business decisions a little more straightforward.
The IP Assessment identifies competitors; provides a broad view of acquisition targets, both within
and outside the company’s current vertical market; identifies new vertical markets for existing
products; and identifies the risks and opportunities inherent in new product development.

Mergers and Acquisitions
Portfolio Company D has achieved moderate success marketing their patented technology in
plant genetics aimed at improving frost resistance in sensitive fruit. The investors wonder
whether Company D should merge with a competitor, apply its technology elsewhere, or identify strategic acquisition opportunities for future growth.
Top Assignees in IP Space
Cryopharm Corp.
Plant Genetics, Inc.
The USA as represented by the Secretary of the Navy
Good Humor-Bryers Ice Cream, Division of
The Regents of the University of California
Elan Drug Delivery Limited
Invitrongen Corporation
ZymoGenetics, Inc.

Below are the list of M&A candidates we found,
but why are Breyers, General Foods and some
biopharmaceutical companies also on this list?

Hoffmann-LaRoche INc.
General Foods Corporation
BOEHRINGER MANHHEIM GMBH
Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.
American National Red Cross
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Intellectual Property Assessment
by Next Steps Research

Not only did the Next Steps Research IP Assessment identify merger
candidates, based on finding companies with patents for related technologies, but it also identified new vertical market opportunities for
Company D. The IP Assessment found that major consumer products
companies (Breyers and General Foods) were
using similar technology to prevent ice crystals
from forming in ice cream, and pharmaceutical
companies (Hoffmann LaRoche, Baxter, Green
Cross and American Red Cross) were looking
at employing similar technology in blood processing. Only a
patent analysis that
looked into completely unrelated markets could
locate these opportunities.
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Licensing and Royalties
Company E owns a patent that its materials scientists are convinced will be the next aerospace
composite material. However, the time horizon to yield commercial results is probably ten
years, well beyond the investment horizon of a traditional private equity firm. Does the technology have another vertical market to which this patent could be licensed while waiting for the
aerospace market to develop?
Class Code Distribution for Morphogenetic Set of Patent No. US4964927
31.5%
24: 148 Metal Treatment

17.1%
13: 075 Specialized Metallurgical Process, Compositions for use therein, consolidated metal power compositions, and loose metal particulate

7.8%
6: 164 Metal Founding

6.5%
5: 06C Chemistry; Metallurgy

6.5%
5: 428 Stock Material or Miscellaneous Articles

5.2%
4: 420 Alloys or Metallic Compositions

3.9%
3: 473 Games using tangible projectile

3.9%
3: 273 Amusement Devices: Games

2.6%

Next Steps’ research yielded all the expected metal
treatment and processing uses in this patent area. We also
discovered “games using tangible projectiles.” Could
Company Y’s patent be used to make a new golf club using
a revolutionary aerospace alloy?

2: 029 Metal Working

1.3%
1: C22C Chemistry; Metallurgy

1.3%
1: 04C Chemistry; Metallurgy

1.3%
1: 369 Dynamic Information Storage or Retrieval

1.3%
1: 06B Performing Operations; Transporting

1.3%
1: 07C Chemistry; Metallurgy

1.3%
1: 228 Metal Fusion Bonding

1.3%
1: 419 Powder Metallurgy Processes

1.3%
1: 106 Compositions: Coating or Plastic

Intellectual Property Assessment
by Next Steps Research

The IP Assessment pinpointed the various business classifications that have
assigned patents using similar technology. Among the list of classifications
that one would expect to find – metal treatments, metallurgy, fusion bonding – is “Games Using Tangible Projectile,” a patent class covering sporting
equipment manufacturers. These companies might present ideal licensing
candidates for Company E’s patent. Sporting
equipment competitors could license the
aerospace technology for their next generation
golf clubs or tennis rackets, enabling Company E
to realize profit during the R&D phase of the
aerospace business.
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New Product Development
Company F has eyeglass lens technology that could increase production at one-hour lens shops.
The business opportunity is not really profitable enough for Company F to develop, but there
may be an opportunity to roll-up several of the players in this space.
Top Assignees in IP Space
Essilor International
Optical Dynamics
Sola International Holdings Ltd.
Optische Werke G. Rodenstock
Johnson & Johnson Optical

Essilor International dominates the area, and they just acquired
J & J’s Optical Division, which had previously acquired
Innotech. It seems as though the roll-up has already occurred.

Hoya Corporation
Carl-Zeiss-Stiftung
Nikon Corporation
Innotech
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Intellectual Property Assessment
by Next Steps Research

The IP Assessment showed Company F’s investors that Essilor, a competitor, holds a major position in this patent space and that Essilor, through
acquisitions, achieved a dominant patent position, making the roll-up
strategy less likely, or more expensive.

The patent system changed this;
“secured
to the inventor, for a limited
time, the exclusive use of his invention;
and thereby added the fuel of interest to
the fire of genius, in the discovery and
production of new
and useful things.

”

Abraham Lincoln,
1859
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Management Assessment –
Business Environment

Our research has defined four styles of management, which are represented on the
graph above, along with a description of
how each style is most likely to function.
Excellent teams have people in each quadrant. Problems occur
when too many executives have the same
style, or fall into diago9
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How do you know if an executive has “the
right stuff” for the job? Our assessment will
identify the strengths and weaknesses of an
executive and make suggestions for which job
he or she is best suited. Additionally, the
assessment will identify the business environments that are the best fits for the executive.
The business environment will be defined
both by size (e.g. early stage start-up, mid-size
growth company, Fortune 100 Company,
etc.) and by type of business (e.g. technological development, operations, or sales).

Business Environment
Assessment

Up

Over the past five years, our team has developed, tested, and validated a proprietary
questionnaire that quantifies the success
traits of venture leaders. The research is
based on studies and data from organizations including the Kaufmann Foundation,
MIT’s Sloan School of Management,
Babson College, and University of Virginia’s
Darden School of Business, as well as our
own research. The results of this research
have been verified by academic researchers
and the employee assessment firm Caliper
Corporation, a leader in personality assessment for organizational development.

nally opposed quadrants. A “group-think”
environment is more likely to occur when
too many executives have the same management style. Miscommunication is likely, particularly in times of crisis, among teammates
with diagonally opposed management styles.

Start

Next Steps Research provides a unique and
predictive tool to assess the strengths of
an executive team that is seeking your
investment dollars, or already managing
one of your portfolio companies.

Corporate Live Cycle
Management Assessment by Next Steps
Research, depicting a candidate that is
best-suited for an Operations position in a
Fortune 100 company.

Management Assessment –
Team Dynamics
Why do some executive teams, with
good individuals, underperform? With
Next Steps Research, you can make a
judgment about management teams
based on years of research, not
resumes or instincts.
Excellent teams are a blend of styles with
people in each of the management quadrants. Understanding the styles of your executives helps to make sense of conflicts and
potential blind spots. Combining management styles with strengths in vital business
areas makes a team more successful.
We provide a description of the main characteristics of each team member’s skills and
recommend that the team have at least three
styles, ranked by order of importance. In
some cases, we recommend certain styles
more strongly based on the type of venture
or project being undertaken by the team.
For example, a team involved with a highly
people/service oriented venture would benefit from having several individuals with
diplomatic and logistical styles.
Our research has shown that the make-up
of the executive team can
be the “make or break”
factor in a venture. Here
are some facts that we
have uncovered:

■ An entrepreneurial venture can improve

its likelihood of success by as much as
65% when its management team represents all four management styles.
■ Three or more people on the founding

management team increases the success
rate of a new venture by 35%.
■ In all ventures, particularly technology-

oriented ventures, a sales person on the
founding team will improve the success rate
of the venture by as much as 300%.
■ Having a management team member with

at least two years employee management
experience improves the likelihood of success of the entire venture by 150%.
■ Experience of three years or more by a

management team member in the venture’s market segment improves success
likelihood by 55%.
■ 45% of surveyed private equity investors

stated that poor management was the leading
factor in their least successful investment.
■ A 2002 survey of corporate leaders found

that less than 25% of their top managers
were capable of leading an organization.
■ 27% of investors surveyed by Integre

Partners believed their ability to hire
outstanding executives were inconsistent
or unsatisfactory. However, only 8% rated
themselves as consistently high in their
ability to hire the right people.
■ In the same survey, 81% had been involved

in a flawed CEO selection as members of a
board. 35% estimated the recruiting, relocation, severance, turnover and lost opportunity costs to their investors had exceeded
$5 million in a single incident.

Next Steps Research
can increase your
odds of success by
assessing your executive teams.
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Here is an example of how Next Steps
Research assists Private Equity and
Venture Capital firms in making
hiring decisions.
Mary, Kathy, Dick, Jim and Bill comprise
the management team for a technology venture that produces advanced composites for
fire protection and insulation. Mary and
Kathy are the company founders and head
Administration & Finance and Research &
Development, respectively; Dick runs
Manufacturing; and Jim leads Sales and
Marketing. Bill is the part-time attorney for
the team.
Management Styles
People Diplomatic
(Who) • Inform

Tools
(How)

Logistical
• Stabilize

• Enlighten

• Organize

• Advocate

• Administrate

• Mediate

• Communicate

Strategic

Tactical

• Mobilize

• Persuade

• Devise

• Negotiate

• Systemize

• Troubleshoot

• Envision

• Appreciate

Conceptual
(Why)

Factual
(What)
Management Assessment
by Next Steps Research
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The company identified a need for someone
to run Business Development to broaden
the team’s reach into new markets, and
asked Next Steps Research to complete a
Management Assessment and Team Analysis
to help identify the right person for the job.
Based on the assessment and a review of the
job functions, we recommended that the
company reassign Jim to the Business
Development role. His Diplomatic skills fit
the need for a broad view of the marketplace and the ability to work effectively with
Kathy to target new market and partner
opportunities for their technology. We further recommended that the new hire be a
Sales & Marketing professional with a
Tactical leadership style to execute the sales
and marketing plans, working closely with
Mary, Dick and Bill.

“ In the end,
eﬀective hiring
has less to do with
experience than
with potential.”
Herbert M. Greenberg
and Harold P. Weinstein,
Principals,
Caliper

“ The patent system
changed this;
secured to the
inventor, for a
limited time, the
exclusive use of his
invention; and
thereby added the
fuel of interest to the
ﬁre of genius, in the
discovery and
production of new
and useful things.”
Abraham Lincoln, 1859

“The IP Assessment
reports that Next
Steps Research
produces are
extremely valuable
and are not
available
anywhere else.”
John J. Shaia
Principal,
Saw Mill Capital

The Next Step in Due Diligence and Portfolio Management

1800 Diagonal Road, Suite 600
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-647-7400 phone
703-997-8907 fax
info@nextstepsresearch.com
www.nextstepsresearch.com

